WHY DOES THE SEDER BEGIN WITH KARPAS?
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This article is dedicated to the blessed memory of our fathers,
Dr. Haim M.I. Gevaryahu and Rabbi Joseph H. Wise.
The Passover Seder, like every holiday meal, begins with the kiddush, the
sanctification of the day, followed by urehatz, the washing of the hands. Then
comes the karpas ceremony, the first element that is unique to the Seder-night
celebration.
The word karpas is a reminder of the sale of Joseph into slavery, an act that
led to the descent of the Israelite people into Egypt. The karpas itself is, therefore, an appropriate introduction to the events recounted in the Haggadah [narrative] -- the enslavement of the Israelites and their ultimate redemption. The
word karpas [ ]כרפסappears in the Bible once, in the phrase [ חור כרפס ותכלתhur
karpas u'tekhelet] (Est. 1:6). In this context it means "a fine linen," using a
word borrowed from the Sanskrit or Persian kirpas.1 The Talmud mentions
karpas only in this use, and equates it with "fine white wool" [milat levanah,
from the Greek méllos -- sheep] (B. Megilah 12a). The Talmud and early
sources about the Seder such as the Mishnah (Pesahim 10) and Tosefta (Pesahim 10) do not use the term karpas with respect to the Passover Seder.
THE JOSEPH CONNECTION

The Patriarch Jacob gave his son Joseph a [ כתנת פסיםketonet passim -- a colorful striped garment] that incited the envy of Jacob's other sons. In reaction to
their father's favoritism, the brothers removed Joseph's striped garment, threw
him into a pit, and sold him to a passing Ishmaelite caravan. They dipped the
striped garment into blood, and brought it to Jacob to identify. They knew Jacob
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would recognize the garment, and conclude that his beloved son Joseph had
been destroyed by a wild animal (Gen. 37:31-36).
The link between the bondage in Egypt and the episode symbolized by
Joseph's striped garment is explicitly stated in the Talmud (Shabbat 10b):
A person should never discriminate among his sons even to the extent of
a thread [of a garment] weighing only two selayim milat, similar to that
which Jacob gave to Joseph but not to the other brothers. This gift made
the brothers jealous and caused our forefathers to go down to Egypt.
The Ba'al HaTurim (Jacob ben Asher) and Radak also make the same point.
Rashi, in his commentary on this passage, explains ketonet passim as keli
milat karpas, a term for clothing of fine wool similar to karpas in the Book of
Esther, and to the striped garment of Tamar in II Samuel 13:18. Thus, Rashi
identifies Joseph's striped and dipped garment with the word karpas.
A curious tradition acknowledges this link. Rabbi Shlomo Kluger (19th century) in Yeriot Shlomo, his commentary on the Haggadah,2 quotes in the name
of the Maharshal (16th century): "He should take the afikoman as it is wrapped
in a cloth, put it behind his back, walk four cubits in his house and say, 'Our
forefathers walked so. '"3 He goes on to explain that this ceremony was to recall
the way the Ishmaelites walked in a caravan when Joseph was sold to them by
his brothers. He then suggests that that is how we came to Egypt. Thus, Kluger
starts the Haggadah with a reminder of the sale of Joseph. However, he does
not cite the karpas as that reminder, but instead cites the custom, still practiced
by some, of beginning the Seder by walking like desert nomads.
How did karpas change from a fine fabric to a vegetable on the Seder plate?
The sound of the word is similar to the Persian karafs, defined as "a plant of
which a salad is made from . . . parsley4 . . . [and] celery."5 Later references to
karpas in the Mishnah, Tosefta, and Talmud, derive it from the Greek karpos,
meaning "fruit" of the land or of rivers.6 Thus, in talmudic usage the word is
similar to Greek karpos and Persian or Sanskrit kirpas, all three Indo-European languages.7
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This is a remarkable transmutation of a wool or linen garment into celery or
parsley, used in the Seder as a symbolic reminder of Joseph's tunic. It is also an
example of the principle that two things related to the same thing can represent
each other. Ketonet passim in Genesis 37 is equated to karpas which in turn is
related to celery or parsley, and thus celery or parsley can represent ketonet
passim.
THE KARPAS AT THE SEDER

We do not know when the dipping and the eating of the karpas was introduced as the opening ceremony of the Seder. One common form of this ceremony is to dip the karpas -- a non-bitter vegetable such as parsley or celery -into salt-water, vinegar, wine, or haroset, recite a blessing, and eat it. Is the
primary emphasis the eating of the vegetable or fulfilling the requirement to
dip twice during the course of the Seder? In either case, it succeeds in stimulating the children to ask questions.8
There is an element of confusion with regard to the vegetables that the Mishnah mentions for use at the Seder. If the main reason is to fulfill the requirement to eat maror, why in the Talmud is maror the second required vegetable,
while the first one is not even identified? The next Mishnah asks why we dip at
the Seder twice, and all other nights once, but provides no answer.9 If there are
two dippings, one expects two reasons.
Zeitlin 10 concludes that the dipping of the vegetables on the first night of the
Passover festival symbolizes dipping into blood: first, the blood of circumcision; second, the blood of the paschal lamb. This explanation relates to the period after the Second Temple,11 when there was no longer a paschal lamb and
there was need for a symbolic reminder of it. However, it appears that when the
karpas was widely introduced in the post-talmudic period, one dipping retained
its ancient symbolic meaning but the other acquired a new meaning. It was no
longer a symbol of the paschal lamb, but of the blood into which Joseph's garment was dipped.
There is no evidence of this vegetable ceremony being called karpas until
the 11th century, around or shortly after the time of Rashi. He was the first
known source to suggest the connection between the karpas and Joseph's garment. The Seder mnemonic order (kadesh, urhatz, karpas, etc.) in Mahzor Vit-
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ry is specifically attributed to Rashi.12 However, the ceremony conceivably dates
from an earlier time, and Rashi may only have recorded an old tradition with
which he was familiar.
Support for an earlier date for the karpas ceremony comes from Amram
Gaon (9th century) who refers to karpas as a specific vegetable eaten at the
Seder.13 His inclusion of karpesa (the Aramaic form) among these vegetables is
the oldest record of a tradition relating to karpas at the Seder. Amram was the
primary source14 for Sefer haMinhag of Avraham ben Natan Ha'yarkhi (12th13th century), who transformed the list of several vegetables to "he takes a vegetable like karpas, or any other vegetable," thus indicating a known tradition.
The liquid into which the karpas was dipped varied in different places and
times. Mordechai ben Hillel HaCohen (13th century)15 suggested that it should
be vinegar16 or wine. The Rambam held that the karpas should be dipped into
haroset17 mixed with red vinegar to make it red.18 Yemenite Jews dip the karpas
into haroset made of raisin-wine or wine-vinegar.19 The Jerusalem Talmud
mentions an opinion that haroset for dipping commemorates blood.20 Haroset
today is still made with red wine,21 and many Persian Jews dip the karpas into
red-wine vinegar. 22
Prior to the twelfth century, red wine was traditionally used during the Seder.
During the same century, European Jews were accused of using the blood of
Christian children in their Seder rituals (i.e., the blood libel), and therefore out
of fear of such accusations they began to use white wine instead. Therefore, the
red-wine tradition persisted only among non-European Jews.23 Thus a long and
varied tradition has the karpas dipped into a blood-substitute, as a reminder of
the sale of Joseph into slavery and of the enslavement of the Israelites.
Manoah of Narbonne (13th-14th century) more explicitly points out the connection between the karpas and Joseph's striped garment: "And we have the
custom of karpas [placed on the Seder plate] as a reminder of the striped garment which Jacob our forefather made for Joseph, and which was the indirect
cause for our fathers to go down into Egypt."24 Some of his text is word-forword from Talmud Shabbat (10b), cited by Rashi. Hayyim Yosef David Azulai
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(18th-19th century)25 and others cite Manoah as the first to give this interpretation of the karpas. Joseph Hayyim ben Elijah Al-Hakam (19th-20th century) in
his book Ben Ish Hai26 also connects the karpas with Joseph's garment.
WHY WAS THE ORIGIN OF THE KARPAS CEREMONY KEPT SECRET OR SUPPRESSED ?

What the brothers did to Joseph was a direct violation of everything for
which Judaism stands. Kidnapping is prohibited in the Torah: He who stole a
person from his brothers, the sons of Israel, and sold him -- that thief shall be
executed (Deut. 24:7). The crime committed by the forefathers of Israel was
therefore problematic for the sages, and there are many attempts in talmudic
and midrashic literature to deal with it.27 From one perspective, it would have
been inappropriate to begin the Seder, on the joyous holiday of freedom, with a
reminder that the story started with a kidnapping that led to a descent into enslavement. If the children heard this story told explicitly, they might ask four
very different questions. It was natural not to emphasize this part of the story,
and to focus instead on the redemption from Egypt in order to accomplish one
of the primary objectives of the Seder, the education of the children. Therefore,
the origin of our sojourn in Egypt is represented symbolically by the dipping of
karpas.
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Rabbi Kenneth Hain of Beth Shalom, Lawrence, NY, brought the connection between karpas and
Joseph's brothers to the attention of M. Wise from the pulpit on Pessah 5755. We acknowledge Rabbi Aryeh L. Gottlieb for his insightful discussions on the subject.
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